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are pierced with holes which represent the stems of up-
tight plants, thickets of which were buried by the descend-
ing showers or rapidly accumulating sediment of volcanic
ash. Here the source of the mawerials is to be sought in
the line of great volcanic vents which crown the summit
of the Cascade Mountains, and from which, at intervals,
were emitted either floods of lava, poured down on to
the plain along the eastern border of the range, or
showers of ashes which, borne inland by) the prevailing
westtrly wxinds, fell on forest, savannah an(d lake, tem-
porarily destroyiing aninmal an(d vegetable life and form-
ing, when falling or wvashed into water basins, strata
which alternate with fossil beds. the accumulations of
(quieter timiies. In other places these tufaceous deposits
were wvashed fromii all thle lhighland(s into the valleys,
forming local masses of considcrable thickness without
the intercalated beds mentiond( above.
The accompaniying section, copied from miy report on

the Geology of Northern California and Oregon (Pacific
R. R. Report, Vol V'I, Geology, p. 47), vill illustrate the
deposition of these tufaceous rocks in the lake basins
where they are interstratified with the fossiliferous beds.

TIlE SCIENTIFIC SOCIEETIES OF WN'ASHING-
TON, D. C.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL SociE'i'v.-During the month
of November three very imlportant papers were read:
on the Anomalies of Soun(d Signals, by Presi(lent James
C. WVelling; on the Storaige of Electric Energy, bvt Mr.
J C. Koyl; and on Barometric Hypsometry, by MTr. G.
K. Gilbert.
The first named paper was a comprehensive review of

the vexed discussion concerning the anomalies observed
in the transmission of soun(l, and the summiiation of the
result in a series of twelve aiphorisms. '1'he second p)al)er
was by a fellow of Johnts }hopkins College, witih retfcrence
to a st ries of experiments lattly ima(le by him in comipany)'
with some WVashingtoin genticilmen upon an invention for
the storage of electricity. Mr. Gilbert's comimlluniication
had reference to a scheme of measuring altitu(les by
means of Ewo barometric stations in the same vicinity,
the one quite elevattd, the other as low as convenient.
By this means the influence of the thousand and one local
causes afftcting the barometer would be more thoroughly
brought under the knowvle(dge of the observer.
THE BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.-The following com-

muniications have been made (luring the past month: on
the Philosophy of the Retar(lation of D)evelopnment
Among the Lower Animals, by Prof. C. V. Rile)y An-
tiquity of Certain Types of North American Non-Alarine
Alollusca, and the Extinction of Others, bv D)r. C. A.
White; Recent Explorations of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission, by 'Mr. Richard Rathbun.

Professor Riley drew the attention of the society to a
number of instances where the development of insects
had been retarrded in the embryo stage for a very long
time. This did not refer to the well known retardlations
of wvhole broods, but to wlholly exceptional cases. 'lhe
speaker attribute(d the phenomena to evolutionary causes,
and showedl how a species miiight be saved from the
wholesale destruction of a very severe viiiter or other
disaster by this means.

Professor White's paper ha(l rtference to the survival
from very high anti(quity of many.of the fresh water and
brackish water forms, and to the total disappearance of
others, for which events no ad(leuate causes can be as-
signed.

Mir. Rathbun's communication was a review of the
work of the Fish Commniission from its foundation, illus-
tratedl by a mial) locating every (Ire(lging station; by a
papier mache moodel of the Atlantic bottom as tar out as
the deep soundings, from the mouth of the St. Lawvrence
southward, and by specimens of the apparatus employed

cog
as well as the fauna discovered. The address was neces-
sarily very comprehensive, but exceedingly interesting.
At the same time the attention of the society was called
to a pamphlet by Prof. G. Brown Gcode, entitled "'The
First Decade of the United States Fish Commission, its
Plan of Work and Accomplished Results, Scientific and
Economical, Salem, Mass.: SAlem Press, M88i."
THE AN1rirROPOLOGICAL SOCIE.TY.-Three papers

were also read before this societv in November, to wit:
How Shall the Deaf be Educated ? by Prtsident E. AM.
Gallaudet; a Navajo Mfvth, by Mr. R. L. Packard; the
Regulative Systern of the Zunis. by l'rof. J. Howard
Gore. 'rhe education of the (ltaf niust be I)rtceded by a
proper classification of the heterogeneous group comn-
mionly calle(d deaf mutes. The (Iuesticni ot the relative
superiority of the signi language anid of visil)le speech
was (liscusstd wvith great minuttness. 'The author also
treated the problem of here(lity, of relative intelligence,
and of the powerof abstraction, with great ability.

Mr. P'ackard's myth was one taken by him last summer
from one of the Navajo tribe and related to the origin of
the Navajos.

Mr. Gore has spent some years upon the evolution of
delilbrative assemblies and the conduct of such bodies.
Last summer, being in charge of a surveying party in
New M;exico for the governmlent, he availed himself of
his opportuniities to become familiar with the customs of
the llueblo Indlians in such matters. These papers will
be published in the proceedings of the Society.

DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF STE-
RE:OSCOPIC PHENOMNENA.

(Contlnied from 14. 548, ANvt. 91th, u88t, in Transactioxs of N. )'
A,catdey o;f Scien.ts).

In a previous article (s) it has been shown that no reliance
can be placed upon the theory of apparent distance in
the stereoscope, elaborated by W heatstone arid Brewster,
ani(l ap)liezl in the diagrammatic explanation of stereo-
scopic phenomena in all our trxt books on Physics. We
may well ask, therefore, to what extent it is possible, by
any diagram, to represent the position of objtcts as they
should appear in the stereoscopic field of view. So far
as this is determined by the relation betwveen the visual
lines we may secure an approximation only by the follow-
ing method, in wvhich it must be assumed that wve know
also the relation between the camera axes at the time the
photograph was taken. Since the visual lines may be
practically regar(led as special secon(lary axes to the crys-
talline lenses, it will be found convenient to call them
visual axes, and their possible relations, axial convergence,
parallelisin, and (livergence. It may bd well also to re-
state tvo principles that have been sufficiently demon-
stratc(l elsewhere.

I. A point farther or nearer than the point of sight is
necessarily seen double (9) and wvith imperfect focaliza-
tion. If farther, the internal rectus muscles of the eye-
balls must be slightly relaxed to make it the point of
sight; if nearer, they must be confracted. Such relaxa-
tion is habitually assoceated wvith remoteness, such con-
traction with nearness, of the point fixed.

II. If an external point is imaged upon corresponding
retinal points, the subjective effect is that of union of the
two eyes into a central binocular eye, the nodal point of
which is the point of origin in all estimates of direction
an(l dlistance."')
A brief preliminiary proof of a geometrical l)rinciple

to be applie(l is also necessary. Let C and C', fig. i, be
two fixed points, and E mi(lpoint between them on a
horizontal plane. Let this plane be cut by four vertical
planes, parallel to each other, their traces being marked
I, 11, 111, and IV. Let B and( Qbe any points of plane I,
from which straight lines are (lrawn to E, piercing plane
II at A and P respectively. Through C and C' let pro-
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jecting lines be tirawn from A, B, 1P and2Q to plane IV.
It is required to find what relation exists between the
horizontal displacements of the projections, a from b, p
from q, a' from b', p' from q.

Since CC' is horizontal, the projected horizontal dis-
placements vill be the same for all elevations of B and
Q; these may henie be taken as )oints on the horizontal
trace of plane I.

Since EC= EC', we have
Pq 1'(l'? =Ab2Ab2

pq=pql'=ab=a'b'.
This equality will not exist if E be niot mi(lpoinit be-

tween C an(l C'. It is true for all points in planies I and
1I respectively, throug-h Xwhich straight lines can be
drawn to E.

Let now C C', fig. 2. bt the (listance between two
camera lenses, for example io' -; A an(I B, objects in the
foreground and back-ground of a land(lscape, on the me-
dian line from E; Aa, Aa, Bh, 11W secon(lary axes ex-
tending to the sensitized [)late. The stereoscopic dis-
placemetits on the photographic negative, a b) and( a' b',
are eqjual to each other and to those of any other points,
P and Q2 related to the midpoint E, as the) are in Fig. l

The camera axes to A miake a known angle, (I, with each
other. Let E be midlpoint also between a pair of eyes,R and L. If proofs from the.negrative be inverted and
placed i-n fronit of R andI L in such mianner that the vis-
ual axes through a, anid a', shall form withi each other an
angle, a, equal to 0, then At and B, are, as nearly as
sible, the apparent positions of foreground and tbick-ground respectively. If a exceedI 0, A, will be nearer, if
a be less than 0, A., xvill be farthier; and this will be true if
a- o, or a <o. Eithier of these last con(litionis is at-
tained by simiply increasing the (listance a,a',. WVhethierthe visual axes are con`vergrent, parallel, or divergent, the
szibjcc/ive effect is that of the uniion of Rt anid L inito a
binocular eve whichi, for the geomietrical reaisonis i ust
given, can be nowhere else than at the midpoint, E. In
this the (lissilniilar retinal imiages are sup)erp)osed.' if
those of the points a, and( a', coincidle, b, app)ears to -the
right eye projected outwardI on the right, to the left eve
an equal dlistance outward on the left; to thie combine'd
eye it is a homonymous douible imnage. Let A,2 be the
external projection of the comibinled imiages of a, an(l a',,
as seen by the binocular eye at E2 ; ifCa 0, the dlistanceE2A2 is eqjual to RA, or LA,, Nvhiich (liffer-s hut little from
EA, unless a be large ; it has been drawn equal to EA,.
Then B2 and B'2 will be the externial pr-ojectionis of the
uncombined images of b2 and b'2. If the' attention be

tranisferred to the background, the angle between the vis-
ual axes must be diminishe(d by relaxing the internal rec-
tus muscles, and this inistantlv suggests greater remote-
ness of the point of sight. The retinal images of bg and
b' coalesce and are projectedl to the more distant exter-
nal point hetween B2 and B'2, while those of as an(d
a'2 cross slightly to opposite si(les and are projected as a
heteronvnious (louble imnage at its proper (listanice. The
ratio of E,A\. to EA, must depend upon the variation in
nmuscular tenision (Ilte to the (lifference between the angles
0 an(1 a.'0The (luplication of the imiages of the hack-
grotuni(d points wheni the foreground is regarded, ar(l vice
7'elrsal, is easily p)erceive(d if a properly constructe(l dia-
granm is v-iewNed in the stereoscope, provided the observer
be attentive to his own sensations, examining each point
of the combined picture separately instead of regar(ling

the total effect at once. Let Figures 3 an(d 4 be exam-
ine(i in the stereoscope, by restinig the e(dge of the page
on the cross-bar of the instrtinent at the p)roper(listance
in fronit of the semi-lenses. In each case, when the
foregroun( circle is seen single, the backgrGund dot is
seen (louble, an( vice -Versa. WX hen the background cir-
cles of one figure are combined binocularly, those of
the other are seen separately by monocular vision. Ax-
ial conevergence is necessary to combine the circles of Fig.
4. The conibine(d image appears nearer, smaller, and
less tall in proportion to its base than the combined im-
age of Fig. 3, which re(quires axial (livergence. The
stereoscopic displacement is the sanme in both figures,
an(d is measured by the (listance between the centre of
the large circle and that of the small one within it. The
stereographic interval for the background is go mm. in
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Fig. 3, and So mm. in Fig. 4. An average lenticular to which the individual, in natural binocular vision, has
stereoscope will fail to produce axial convergence when been accustomed to associate the sensation of muscular
Fig. 3 is viewe(d by a pair of eyes whose centres are 64 contraction in the rectus muscles of the eyeballs with the
mm. apart. These variations in visual effect can be true distance of objects as learned by other means.
rendered still more striking by using the reflecting stere- Doubtless this varies with different individuals. For
oscope, after cutting arart the right and left hatlves of distances of more than 240 m. the optic angle becomes
the stereograph. inappreciable, and hence theoretically valueless; its im-

It must be remarked that although the perception cf portance is greatest near the lower li-nit of distinct vis-
biniocular relief is intenisifiedi by alternate examiiination ion. In everycaseitseffectisaappreciatedmainlythrough
of foreground, anid backgroun(d it is quite possihle to at- the muscular sense and through the retinal perception of
tain it by momentary illuminiation with the eltctric spark, double imi,ages from) objects farther or nearer than the
at least with convergence of visual axes, as has been point upon which attenition is fixed. WVe are safe in
(lone by I)ove (11) and others. I)uting such brief illu- dlisregailding the mere fact that a pair of imaginarv lines
mination, no variation of convergenice is possible, and, tou/bimake a mleasurable angle with each other if con-
if the foregroun(d be distinictly focalized, the background structedl, though the use of this angle may be convenient
must be slightly doubled homonyimously. 'l'he position in anialyzing the phenomenia of vision. It is well to re-
of the point of sight is fouind tlhus to he almiiost member, however. that its variations imply simply
as nearly (determiniate as when the illumination is pro- changes of muscular tenision, and( these constitute the
longe(l. Whether binocular relief. and the position of most appreciable effects that inltuence the estimate of
the binocular imlage, le percel)tible with e(lual (listinct- limited distance.
ness when the visual lines diverge, lhas not thus far been The ju(lgment due to fccal a(djustment is also an in-
ascertaine(d by experiment, so tar as I am aware. I terpretation, based upon personal experience, and sug-
hope to test this, an(d to stu(ly certain other points of in- gested by the sense of contraction in the ciliary muscle,
terest coninecte(d with it, at somile future lime. while adal)ting the crystalline lens to produce a distinct

Since the apparent distance of the point of sight con- image. Variations in this are hence inappreciable for
tinues to increa.se in a positive (liiection after axial paral- (listances of more than 6 m., and are nmost noticeable
lelism passes into (livergence, it becomes necessary to near the lower limit of distinct vision. It is near this
investigate the physiological con(litions that interfere limllit that the stereograph is held( in most casts when
wvith the results of the imathematical theory lhitherto gen- regar(de(d.
erally appliecl. The visual angle is important as chiefl) determlininig

In looking at any picture constructe(d in accordanice the size of the binocular retinal image. Since two tyes
Xwith the rules of l)ersl)ective al)l)lie(d by all artists, the receive more of the light retlected froml a given surface
illusion of (listance is (Iuickly attaine(l by fornming a con- than either eye alone, the binocular inmage appears
ception of the realitv in space to wvhich the (literent l)itts brighter than one that is monocular ; and this is apt to
of the pictuire are sul)posc(l to correspond, or of the obilect pro(luce the illusion cf slight d(crease of distance, if the
as the observer has b)een accustomed to view things of its focalizatiori is perfect. Ilut variation due to this cause is
kin(l. With the same (deree of axiail convergence a not important in comparison with that (lue to change iu
mounitaini and a piece of statuary will never be jud(ge(d the visual aniigle.
eclually (listant. It is unnecessary here to eniuimierate the 'l'he relative importance attached to the separate ele-
eleinents that combine to produce the illusion. If these mnents enumerated depends most frequently upon the
be excluded to the utmiost, as in mere skeleton (liagrams, unconscious exl)erience of the individual. The reseilts
there will still be left three to considier in judging the which they combine to produce cannot be referred to
(listaince, size, and( forml of what is represente(l. 'These any one mathematical formula until the physiology ot
are- sensation is comipletely brought within the domain of

1. lhe optic angle between the observer's visual axes. mathemiatical law.
1I. T'he fccal a(djustinent of the crystalline lens. In testing the effects of these elements it will he best
Ill. Ilhe visual angle subtend(led b the pict.ure. to apply a formula for the distance of the optic vertex!
Of these the first is the only one usually corsi(lered as from each eye, in terms of the interocular distance, i, and

dsl/incti'-.e of binocular vision. It can never be dissoci- i optic angle, a. Assuming the optic triangle to be isos-
atedl entirely froni the others, aid(i its effect may be so celes, and calling I) the required distance, we have, as
overpowere(l by tlheml, wheu (listance is to be estimated, the formula to be teste(d bv experiment,
that calculations based upon its value, like those of 2D-$' i cosec. 5 a.
Brewster, lose all claim even as approximations to the Considering angles of convergence positive, the possible
truthi. Its true imlportanice is (lepend(lenit upon the extent values of u, between which I find( myself limited, are + 8o'
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and - 7$O, my eyes beirg perfectly healthy. If a curve
be constructed from the formula, the values of a being
taken as abscissas and those of D as ordinates, for par-
allelism of visual lines we have a - o, D = oo, and the
axis of ordinates is hence an asymptote. A vanishing
point should therefore be reached by the external binoc-
ular image. Its anparent distance, however, is still finite,
and vision very easy. In passing to negative values of
a by increasing the stereographic interval, the distance
est;mated continues to grov in a positive (lirection. This
is undoubtedly due to the sense of increasing relaxation
of the internal rectus muscls and contraction of the ex-
ternal rectus; but the rate of growth hbears no recogniz-
able relation to any succeFsisn of values given by the
formula.
The explan.ation just given is base(d upon experiments,

the description an(d discussion of which must be with-
held for the present. It may be simply stated tllat with
binocular fusion of images from the same pair of conju-
gate pctures, I have tested the visual effect of varying
the ol)tic angle from -5 to +45 , v;sion becoming ini(lis-
tinct after the last named limit is passed. 'T'he value of
the optic angle has been foun(d to be largely, but by no
means exclusively, effective in determiiring apparent clis-
tance in the stereoscope, especially for convergence of
visual axes. lts effect is antagonized by the difliculty of
focal adjustment andl by the constancy ot the visual angle,
the latter element beinig particularly important when the
axes diverg,e.
The variation in apparent magnitudle of the combined

image, dependent upon the value of the optic angle, has
been noticed by \Vheatstone ("'), Ilelmholtz (13), and Mey-
er (14). Ilelmnholtz construc ed his telestereoscope (l;)
for producing exaggeration of perspective when (listant
objects are vieWe(l, but no referenice is madle, in this coni-
nection, to divergence of vistual lines. 'I'lih possibility of
fusion by optic divergence seens to have l)een lirst no-
ticed about iS6o,by Burckhardt Q'6); ancd [Ielmlholtz notices
the exaggeration of ap)arent distance thus l)ro(lucedl, but
explains it bv saying (1), Infinity does not, in our vis-
ual conceptions, present an impassable limit. When our
eyes occupy a position which is never rpresented in the
normal observation of real objects, all 6hat we can do,
conforming ourselves to the rule which we ordinarily
follow for the interpretation of abnormal sensati.ons, is to
compare the sensation produce(d with that which resem-
bles it most, and which is distinguishedl from it only by
more feeble convergence, that is, with what is given us by
real objects very remote." V'ision in the stereoscope is
always to some exteint abnormal. The error into which
Brewster fell, and in w hich he lhas been generally followed,
sas in supposinig that uLn(ler suclh conditionis no modifica-
tions would be imposed unon the mathematical lawv found
atpplicable to normal vision, in wvhich there is pertect coini-
ci(letice between the impressions traceable to the optic
angle, focal ad(justment, anid visuIl aingle respectively.

WX'. I.FtCONTE STVF.EN.S.

Tinm German gover1nminent is considcring the participation
of Germa;n men of science in the plan of Internationial Polar
Rcsearchi. The Reichstag hias been asked to grant the
necessary funds $75,000.
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FOREIGN NOTES ON THE SOURCE OF CONIETS'
LIGhIT.

Numerous observations hav'e been made abroad upon
comet b, I881, to settle the question as to the'origin of
the light of these bodies. NIessrs. Thurv and layer at
Geneva compared the brightness of the ccmet's head, as
ascertained by photometric measurements, with the
brightness it would have had if its light had been derived
solely from the sun, by reflecticn. It was found that the
intensity of the light of the nuclteus, as it withdIrew from
the sun, (limin:shed at first faster, andl after a time slower
than would have been the case, had it shone solely by
reflected light. The decrease in intensity tcok plalce, in
fact, as if the nucleus, cltiring its al)proach to perihelion,
had acquired through the torce of the sun's ravs an intrinsic
light,which accompanied violent action of some character;
this violent action ceasing afttr the comet ha(l measured
some (listance on its return track, its light decrease(d
speedily in conformity therewith, but the nucleus contin-
ue(l to glow as if in a staite of incan(lescence, and re-
mained visible, accor(ling to the above observers, longer
than couldl have been exl)ecte(l.

'rhis metho(d seems to be well a(lapted( to an independ-
ent (dtermination of this interesting question. In the
data it is a question, not of absolute, but of relative
quantities. Ignorance of the physical con(lition an(d na-
ture of a comet's reflecting surtace ren(lers it impossible
to compute the intensit)' of its light un(ler reflection alone,
with any degree of certainty. As not the absolute light,
however, but the increase or decrease under the circum-
stances, is required, thle necessity for such knowledge is
eliminate(l.

Aniother conclusion as to the origini of the comet's
light has been reached by Respighi. fromil spectroscopic
evi(lenice. Accoi(ding to hinm there is no (loul)t that the
light in part is reflected, as is proved by the appearance
of the Frauiihofer liiies in the photcgral;hs of the comet's
spectrtumn. As to the bright linies or band-s, they also
may' be caused by reflecte(d light, as %Nill be seen when it
is taken into consi(leration what changes thbs light must
have undergone after it has passed through the gases
and vapors which fcrm the Xvhole mass of the comet.

It is certain," he contirues, "that the largest part of
the light emitted by the comet comes from its interior,
and that it has passed through thick strata of gases and
vapors. It is there subject to the selective absorption
whlch is peculiar to these vapors an(d their combinations.
It is accordinigly natural that (lark lines ainid bands shoul(d
thence atist', wvhich are differenit from the Fraunhofer
linies; atnd( with the weak, but complete, spectrum ot the
light that is reflecte(d froml the exterior substance of the
comet, another spectrum must appear, which is consid-
eriably mo(lifiedl thrcugh powertul absorption."

"T'rhe limits of a simple notice (lo not permit me to
enter in (letail into my numerous spectroscopic obser'a-
tions of the Comiet b, iSSi. Blut I c;n affirnm that it (loes
not rtquire the suipposition of an intitinsic light to explain
the lplenontila which they ehliihit. For thc discon.tinu-
ity of the spectiummilight arise fromil the same caiuse as
th1 broad, dark bands in the spectrum of the sun near
the horizon, or in those of the planets. In the case of
comets, howeveer, the phenomenon is g-reatly exaggerated
by the immense thickeliss of the absorbing strata, the
rich clharacter of their chemical constitution and the weak-
ness of the liglht which they retlect to us. One must
therefore procee(d as in the case of the spectrum of our

atmosplhere, andl not consi(ler so much the bright bands
as those (lark through absorption."
A ('OMT l has been formed at Reggio,(Emilia) to collect

funds for esta.blishing a fitting moi'.nltnt to the n'mnory of
the Padre Secclhi, in theX f'ormii of a tine refractor, of which the
objective is to iave 7o celtimetres diameter. Reggio thlus
folloss tIme example ot Arcetri, wlhere a fittinLr scientific
monument has been erected to the nnmory of Galileo.
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